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Executive summary 

This document describes the steps that were taken to develop the Ground Truth 2.0 website. An initial 

website was created in the first month of the project to ensure Ground Truth 2.0 online presence and 

visibility from the start.  Meanwhile, a permanent, more comprehensive website was being developed. 

This document describes the functional requirements for the permanent website, the process of designing 

and building it, and the maintenance procedures for it.  

The website is part of the broader Ground Truth 2.0 online presence and has three main objectives. The 

table below presents how these objectives relate to the structure of the website. 

 

Main website objective Dedicated menu item(s) 

An information source about the project for stakeholders 

and project partners 

About (About GT2.0, Activities, News, 

Events, Partners), Knowledge Base 

A gateway to the Ground Truth 2.0 Citizen Observatories.  Demo Cases  

A gateway to the Ground Truth 2.0 Land Use Mapper Land Use Mapper 

 

It is important to note that the GT2.0 website is about the project as a whole. The individual CO platforms 

will be tailored to make explicit calls on stakeholders to get involved.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

These days, having an online presence is a necessity for any project. In the Ground Truth 2.0 (GT2.0) pro-

ject, Task T4.3 (Development and Maintenance of GT2.0 Online Presence) is dedicated to establishing 

such an online presence. As such, the website and this Deliverable are a crucial part of T4.3.  The website 

is also part of the larger GT2.0 dissemination and communication efforts. Therefore, it is also related to 

and influenced by Deliverable D4.1 Dissemination and Communication Strategy.  

In short: the website contains general information about the project objectives, progress and results. It is 

also the single entry point to the six GT2.0 Demo Cases and the Land Use Mapper. Apart from the website, 

the GT2.0 online presence consists of newsletters and social media.  

1.2 Objectives of the GT2.0 website 

The objectives of the website should be seen in relation to the objectives of the communication strategy, 

which in turn are related to the objectives of the overall project. The objectives of the GT2.0 communica-

tion strategy consist of five dimensions: raising awareness, creating understanding, triggering action, com-

municating business opportunities and supporting the sustainability of the COs and Land Use Mapper. 

The GT2.0 website is first and foremost related to the first two dimensions. It is aimed at providing general 

information about the project and citizen science to the widest possible range of stakeholders. Eventually, 

as the project is progressing, concrete outputs and results will be presented on the website, which will 

support the other three dimensions of the communication strategy.  

In sum, the Ground Truth 2.0 website has three main objectives. It serves as: 

 An information source about the project for stakeholders and project partners 

 A gateway to the Ground Truth 2.0 Citizen Observatories 

 A gateway to the Ground Truth 2.0 Land Use Mapper 

 

1.3 Purpose and structure of the Deliverable 

The purpose of this Deliverable is to describe the development of the Ground Truth 2.0 website. The 

document describes two main elements: the initial website and the permanent website. Each has its own 

dedicated chapter, which presents the steps taken to develop the respective website. In the Annexes, 

screenshots of both websites are provided. 
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2 Initial GT2.0 website 

2.1 Design and development of initial website 

To ensure the Ground Truth 2.0 presence and visibility from the start of the project, it was decided not to 

wait for this Deliverable. Rather, an initial website was set up by one of the consortium partners, Upande, 

in collaboration with CREAF (WP4 lead) and UNESCO-IHE (Project Coordinator). 

First, a domain name had to be secured: www.gt20.eu. Short domain names are easy to remember and 

spell. Furthermore, this domain name easily fits on other GT2.0 communication materials such as leaflets 

and flyers.  

The technical development of the website was done by Upande, who had a ready template at its disposal 

that only needed limited adjustments. Content was gathered by UNESCO-IHE. For the initial website, the 

content mainly consisted of core, ‘static’ information about the project. The main menu consisted of the 

following elements: 

 Homepage 

 About us 

 Activities 

 Partners 

 News 

 Contact 

 Citizen Science (general information) 

The website was launched on 16 September 2016, two weeks after the start of the project and before the 

kick-off meeting of the project. 

2.2 Maintenance of initial website 

As the initial website did not have a CMS, maintenance and updating was carried out by Upande based 

on input from UNESCO-IHE. Annex 1 presents a print screen of the homepage of the initial website and a 

print screen of a news item, taken on 4 January 2016. 

  

http://www.gt20.eu/
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3 Permanent GT2.0 website 

3.1 Functional requirements 

As a first step in the development of the new website, UNESCO-IHE produced an overview of all necessary 

and desired functionalities and discussed this with CREAF. A functionality is something that the website 

should do, and is driven by the website’s main objective(s) (see section 1.2). The functionalities have a 

strong effect on the costs and time it takes to develop the website. Therefore they are important to iden-

tify prior to approaching a web developer. The full list of functional requirements is available below. 

Table 1 Functional requirements for the permanent GT2.0 website 

Specific objective Sub-objective Related website functionality 

Gateway to the 6 COs 
 

Introducing the 6 Cos ‘Demo cases’ section 

Gateway to the Land 
Use Mapper 
 

Introducing the LUM ‘Land Use Mapper’ section 

Raising awareness 
about the project  

Presenting the project 
 

‘About us’ section 
 

Presenting the consor-
tium members 

‘Partner’ section 

Presenting and an-
nouncing forthcoming 
GT 2.0 activities 

‘Activities’ section 
‘Blog’ section 
Newsletter integration (Mailchimp) 
‘Events’ section or Calendar 

Information exchange 
about citizen science 
(beyond the consor-
tium) and the sister 
projects 

Introduce the concept 
of citsci 

‘Citizen science’ section 

Share relevant external 
news 

‘News’ section 

Share relevant external 
reports 

‘Media/library’ section 

Share relevant external 
events 

‘Events’ section or Calendar 

Increasing the level of 
stakeholder involve-
ment 

Enable visitors to con-
tact us and other stake-
holders 
 
 

‘Contact us’ form 
‘Comment’ box after news items, blogs 
 

Encourage involvement ‘Activity buttons’, e.g: 
 -subscribe to our newsletter 
-participate in our survey/poll 
-register for our MOOC 
-register for our event 

Promote GT2.0 on so-
cial media channels 

-Twitter feed integration 
-Links (icons) to Twitter, FB, YouTube & 
LinkedIn 
-‘Share’ button for FB & Twitter for each news 
item, blog 
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Specific objective Sub-objective Related website functionality 

Increasing the exploita-
tion of results 

Presenting GT2.0 re-
sults (publications, vid-
eos, audio, guidelines, 
technology demonstra-
tions) 

‘News’ section 
Newsletter integration (Mailchimp) 
‘Media/library’ section 

Training on GT2.0 re-
sults (technologies, 
methods, user manuals) 

‘MOOC’ integration 
‘Media/library’ section 

 

Other important functionalities that did not necessarily fit in line with the objectives of the communica-

tion strategy but that also had to be taken into account were:  

 Search function 

 Multiple languages of the core sections (at least 6) 

 Mobile compatible 

 RSS feed integration 

 Tagging of news items with keywords (because of SEO) 

 MOOC integration 

 Multiple accounts to maintain the website 

 Google Analytics integration 

 Mailinglists 

3.2 Selecting a web designer & web builder  

Setting up a website consists of two components: the website design and the actual website building. For 

the sake of efficiency, preference was given to a provider who could do both. Based on recommendations 

from the communications office at UNESCO-IHE, several options were explored. In accordance with inter-

nal procedures, best value for money was ensured in the selection of the offer. De Wortel van Drie 

(DWVD), a small Dutch company offering custom websites, was selected. 

3.3 Kick-off with De Wortel Van Drie 

During a dedicated kick-off session, UNESCO-IHE introduced DWVD to Ground Truth 2.0. By asking 

UNESCO-IHE to compare the project with cities, persons and cars, DWVD got a first understanding of what 

the project is all about. Next, a list of keywords (adjectives) that are applicable to GT2.0 was discussed. 

The team selected the four that are most appropriate to characterize the project. Most of the time during 

the session was spent defining the target groups, their characteristics and their particular needs and in-

terests in relation to the project. The target groups are listed below. The full results of the session are 

captured in photos and presented in Annex II.  

Website target groups: 

 Civil society 

 Funders 

 Universities & research groups 

 Business / private sector 
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 Authorities 

 Geo community 

Lastly, the team looked at other websites and discussed specific aspects that they liked/did not like about 

them. The entire session served as input for DWVD to start working on the interaction design & visual 

design of the website. 

3.4 Interaction design & visual design 

Interaction design is about how users and products - in this case the website - interact with each other. 

As such, it is possible to anticipate how people will navigate and thus, how the content should be organ-

ised. This approach resulted in a sitemap and menu breakdown that was discussed with UNESCO-IHE and 

CREAF for feedback. Similarly, DWVD drafted a first visual design based on the colour scheme of the logo. 

Through Skype, quick feedback and corrections were possible.  

Based on advice by DWVD, the comments section at the end of each news item was dropped. Rather, the 

decision was made to have interaction and discussion take place on existing platforms, such as Facebook 

and Twitter. 

3.5 Content 

After agreeing on the interaction design and visual design, UNESCO-IHE provided all the content, with 

input from the consortium partners. Content means both text and photos/illustrations. As the website is 

the main entrance to the GT2.0 project, this meant first of all providing general information about the 

objectives, activities, demo cases, land use mapper and partners. To reach the widest possible audience, 

the first three sections have also been translated into other relevant languages: Swedish, French, German, 

Spanish, Catalan and Dutch. The translations were mostly carried out by the consortium partners and 

have been carefully double-checked to guarantee the highest possible quality. The German translation 

was done by a professional freelancer. As many people in Kenya and Zambia have English as their main 

language, it was decided not to have a Swahili translation. 

Besides general static information, the website is also the main mirror of the project’s progress. Therefore, 

it contains a news section and a ‘knowledge hub’ providing access to publications, articles, other relevant 

initiatives, public deliverables and blogs from partners on their area of expertise and stories from the 

demo cases. These sections thus not only present project-related news, but also external news. An 

‘events’ section lists past and upcoming events and also shows which consortium partners are attending.  

3.6 Building & hosting 

After the content had been submitted, DWVD started the actual building of the website. The new website 

uses the open source WordPress software and has a custom theme. The custom theme makes it possible 

to create a custom website and to have a user-friendly CMS. The template is based on the starter theme 

Sage. The website uses the plugin Timber to make sure that there is a good distinction between the web-

site logic and the display of the logic. Furthermore, the website makes use of Advanced Custom Fields, 

Gulp and Bower. The website is hosted by UNESCO-IHE on a Linux installation. The website will be hosted 

for another five years beyond the project lifetime. 
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3.7 Maintenance 

The WordPress software is accompanied by a Content Management System (CMS). A CMS is needed to 

add and update content of the website. This will be the responsibility of UNESCO-IHE, throughout the 

duration of the project. The content will be derived from two types of sources: 

 Consortium partners (e.g. progress of activities, publications) 

 External sources (e.g. from media, social media) 

The responsibility for the monthly blog posts will rotate among the partners. UNESCO-IHE will take care 

of providing a schedule for this. 

Technical maintenance is included in the 8-year contract with DWVD. For example, this means DWVD will 

take care of daily backups which are stored for 14 days. DWVD will also make sure the website runs on 

the latest WordPress version. These updates apply to both the Wordpress installation and the accompa-

nying plugins.  

3.8 Evaluation 

The website usage will be monitored based on statistics from Google Analytics, which is integrated in the 

website. CREAF is in charge of monitoring and evaluating the GT2.0 communication activities through a 

set of key indicators as presented in Deliverable D4.1 Dissemination and Communication Strategy.  
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Annex I Screenshots of the initial Ground Truth 2.0 website 

Homepage  
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News item   
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Annex 2 Results from kick-off session with De Wortel Van Drie 

Target groups (pink), their characteristics (blue), their relation to the project (yellow)   
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Pros and cons of example websites  
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Annex 3 Screenshots of the permanent Ground Truth 2.0 website 

The homepage with a prominent place for the GT2.0 approach, Demo Cases, Land Use Mapper and latest posts. 
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Example of a news item. Below each news item, suggestions are made for further reading.  
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Knowledge Base which includes publications (internal and external) and projects. In the future, it will also include multimedia, MOOCS and possibly other categories. 
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Partners. When clicking on one of the logos, a drop-down bar appears with more information about the partner organisation and its main contact person for the GT2.0 project. 
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Events. By default, all events are listed. Visitors can select ‘Upcoming’ or ‘Past’ to see a selection. 
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About Ground Truth 2.0 in French. The static sections of the new website are available in German, French, Spanish, Catalan, Swedish and Dutch. 

 


